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PART II: OVEREXCITABILITIES
In last month's newsletter, the topic of overexcitabilites was introduced. Overexcitabilities are
areas in which gifted or creative people exhibit intense behaviors. Some describe these
behaviors as supersensitivities or intensities.
There are five areas of intensity and two of those, psychomotor and sensual, were described
last month. This time, the focus will be on intellectual, imaginational, and emotional
intensities.
Intellectual overexcitability is a common one with gifted children. Do you know a gifted child
who is always asking, "why" or always wanting to know more? Sometimes this constant
questioning of teachers may seem disrespectful. Or, a student not wanting to end a
discussion in order to move on to the next subject, may come across as being defiant. These
students seem to be thinking all of the time and they want answers! They have very active
minds, are incredibly curious and observant, and may be voracious readers. They can
concentrate for extended amounts of time and are good problem solvers. They may have a
keen interest in moral and ethical issues which can translate to strong concerns about
fairness at school.
To support a child with intellectual intensity, show them how to appropriately ask for answers
to their many questions. Talk about when it's ok to ask a teacher more in-depth questions and
how to advocate for themselves by asking for more time to research their own questions.
Provide suggestions and opportunities for these students to act up on their moral and ethical
concerns. Help them organize a coat collection or fundraiser for groups in need, for example.
Imaginational intensity is exhibited as heightened play of the imagination. These students love
imaginary images and use of metaphors. They are intensely interested in fantasy and
elaboration. They love to invent new things and are very visual. They are known to mix truth
with fiction and may even create their own private worlds with imaginary companions. They
find it challenging to pay attention when the topic is boring to them and they may prefer to
write stories or draw, instead.

To support students with imaginational overexcitability, understand that they may actually
confuse reality with fiction because their memories and new ideas become intertwined in their
minds. Help them differentiate between their imagination and reality by asking them to place a
mental stop sign in their story or dream and write down the factual account before they add
their own creative embellishments. Acknowledge their strength but bring them back to reality
when necessary.
Emotional overexcitability is exhibited in heightened, intense feelings. Children with emotional
intensities have extremely complex emotions as compared to their same age peers. They can
identify with others' feelings and often develop stomachaches or other physical
manifestations as a result of their deep feelings. They may also develop strong emotional
attachments to people, places, and things. These children may be seen as overreacting. Not
only do they develop strong relationships, they are also very aware of their own feelings.
To support children with emotional intensities, acknowledge all of their feelings, no matter
how intense they are, and help them work through problems. Teach them to anticipate
emotional and physical responses and how to prepare for them. Help them to see the warning
signs of their emotional stress. These may include headaches, sweaty palms, and
stomachaches. By knowing their triggers and responses, they can start acting on them early in
order to cope with emotional situations before losing control.
Knowledge is power! Celebrate your child's differences and be sure to focus on the positive
aspects of overexcitabilities, as well.
Here are two more sources of information worth checking out:

Blog Posts on Overexcitabilities from Raising Lifelong Learners

Ian Byrd's Byrdseed article on Five Unexpected Intensities of Gifted Students

STUDENT REGIONAL EVENTS

COMING UP
Ultimate Scavenger Hunt: In Search of Balance
This event is for gifted and talent pool students in 7th - 12th grades. It will take place May 31st
- June 2nd at Ponderosa Retreat and Conference Center in Larkspur. Watch for more
information from your district GT coordinators in early March.
GT Friendly Summer Camp List
If you are looking for some summer opportunities for your GT student, take a look at this list.

PARENT RESOURCES
Gifted kids may be even more affected by disasters and tragedies than typical children. With
the current situation in Ukraine, you may want to tune in a little closer to make sure your child
is doing ok. Here are some articles/blogs with some ideas for supporting your children.
Coping with Tragedy, the Gifted Child's What-ifs, Institute for Educational Advancement
Talking to Children About Violence, National Association of School Psychologists
What to say to kids when the news is scary, podcast NPR
Tips for Talking to Children After Traumatic Events, SAMHSA

RANDOM, WEIRD, AND INTERESTING
LINKS FOR GIFTED STUDENTS
I'm going to say it every time...be sure to check out these links before sharing with your
children!
Gigantic Rubik's Cube
Take a look at this video showing a 220 lb. functioning Rubik's Cube. I want to know what
kinds of birds we hear chirping in the background! What do you want to know? Can any of you
talk your parents into putting one of these in your backyard?
Here is a website dedicated to all things Rubik's Cube!
Marbles, Magnets and Wooden Blocks
Watch this chain reaction of marbles set to Tchaikovsky's Waltz of the Flowers. Can you build
something even better? What can you use in place of the materials you don't already have?
Can you set it to your favorite music?
The NFL's Virtual 1st and 10 Line

If you're a football fan and also a curious minded kid, perhaps you have already tried to figure
this one out! How do they get those lines in there? Watch the video and learn about that
technology.
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